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of movements: a transcortical magnetic stimulation approach. In humans, the motor cortex is often
stimulated using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to evaluate the threshold for activation

of motor units and the cortical area responsible for the generation of a motor action. It is generally
thought that in the motor cortex there is a relationship between the size of the motor threshold and
the motor capacity of a person. However, relatively large thresholds are not necessarily related to
poor motor capacity and vice versa. Therefore, a more detailed investigation of the relationship

between the size of the motor threshold and motor capacity is required. In order to undertake such
an investigation, the ability to generate, online, graded movements at different intensities is a

prerequisite. The aim of the present paper is to describe an easy and reliable method for moving-
jaw and tongue movements in human subjects. A modified TMS motor threshold-vastus medialis

(VT) assessment protocol was developed to evaluate motor capacity. The TMS VT assessment
protocol was then used to investigate the relationship between the motor threshold (in the face of a
continuous motor task) and motor capacity, using different graded movement tasks and self-paced
movements. The results suggest that movement-specific cortical excitability changes of the motor
cortex reflect the ability to generate nonvolitional movements online. By changing the degree of

interference induced by the movement, it was found that the participants were able to produce the
movements online, even when the movements were relatively slow (5-7 degrees). Furthermore, the

participant was able to produce the movements online regardless of the degree of
neurophysiological interference. These findings provide a basis for future studies on the

relationship between TMS motor threshold and motor capacity.Chaotic landscape in a simple
model of DNA denaturation. We study a simple model of DNA denaturation: a flexible lattice

polymer with nearest-neighbor interactions. Allowing for the population of the configurations with
different numbers of denaturated fragments, the equilibrium properties of the polymer are studied

using Monte Carlo simulations. We investigate the "reaction-limited" regime
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Laterally compliant metal arc welding
(LCMAW) is a hybrid technique that combines
the advantages of metal inert gas welding and
plasma cutting. The torch Two torches are
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required for the operation of an LCMAW
system; a plasma cutting torch for cutting, and a
metal inert gas (MIG) welding torch for welding.
An additional gas source is also required.
Because the LCMAW process operates at very
high temperatures (up to 2000°C) the delivery of
shielding gas becomes very critical. Therefore,
MIG welding atmospheres are more appropriate
for LCMAW than plasma cutting atmospheres.
The product of the LCMAW process is a
relatively thick weld bead (generally up to
70mm, or 2.75 inches), normally located at the
lower (cutting) side of the cut, with the
1cb139a0ed
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